Our results
are: 1. zV is an F-space in the sense of Banach with the distance function Pif,g)a±-f*7T\ogil + \fieie)-giei0)\)dd. The class W00 or Hp, 1 < p < cm, can be considered as a Banach space with the norm, respectively, (2.4) ll/L-«P l/<*>|. ot \\f\lp = y-f¿"\f(ei0)\Pdd}1/P, 1<P<cm.
The class H, 0 < p < 1, does not form a Banach space but is a complete metric space with the distance function (2.5) !/-««»-¿ £*!/<«">-¿«">l*<*-Now for the class N , which obviously forms a linear space, we define a distance function by (2.6) pif, g) = l-f02n log(l + \fieiÖ) -gieie)\)dd.
Since (2.7) log + x < log(l + x) < log + x + log 2, x>0, we know that pif, g) is finite for f, g £ N .
Using the inequalities log (I + \x + y\)< log(l + |x| + \y\)< log (1 + |x|)(l + |y|)
) is seen to satisfy the triangle inequality.
pif, g) a 0 means f ie'e) = gie10) a.e., which implies f iz) = g(z) by the uniqueness theorem of Riesz.
Thus pif, g) is a distance function. We will prove the following License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (i) pif, g) = pif -g, 0).
(ii) Suppose f, f £ N and p(f , f) -■-, 0, then for each complex number a, (2.9) pia.fn,af)-,0.
(iii) Suppose a, a be complex numbers and a -> a, then for each f (z) £ (2.10) p(aj, a/) -0.
(iv) N is complete with respect to this metric.
In the sequel we shall write sometimes f (8) fot f(e'ei Proof, (i) is obvious.
(ii) (2.9) is obvious if |a| < 1. We suppose |a| > 1. We can assume a > 1.
If p(f , f) -,0, it is easily seen that / (8) -► fid) in measure. We can choose a subsequence ¡/ S such that / Í0)-, f id) a.e. We write g, foi f . Let Y be an F-space consisting of complex sequences \b,\Q such that Put c* = max(2bk, l/$k). Then r* I 0 from (3.5'), and we have by (3.6) with c* foi c, and with A* = At » j for A, l/2 \fk < log A*, as k -»cm, which is a contradiction, and our Lemma 1 is proved.
Lemma 2. Put (3.7) exp[£L±A~|= g an(c)znt o<r<l.
T¿e72 we have (3.7') log \anic)\ > yfcñ-¥ Oilog n) + O(log c). where p is the largest integer such that in which we denote by 0 such a function O(x) = \/l + x -\/% = l/(\zl + x + yjx).
Then H <*(*)< I for 0<x<Y2, hence For 0 < r < rQ, we can determine a so small that pia f. 0) = p(a / , 0) < 77.
This, if a = min (a', a"), we get \af ^ Si m^ , C V. Q.E.D.
We denote by (N )* the dual of the space /V . Then License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
